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THINK & SHARE Questions to get your group talking 

When building a house, it’s crucial to ensure the entire structure is plumb (exactly vertical or true). What 
happens when your life gets “out of plumb”?

What habits or actions are a plumb line for you—a means of getting yourself aligned or realigned with what’s 
important and true?

STUDY & DISCUSS Questions that invite you to dig deeper into the week’s material & your own life

Read Galatians 1:6-24. Share observations or questions you have about the text with your group. Be sure to 
touch on what the Galatians were doing and why Paul was astonished by it (see verses 6-10).

A. As believers, we “live in the grace of Christ,” and that’s a safe place to be. We have God’s approval and His 
promise to care for us today and always. What are some reasons that people abandon that place (Paul calls 
this deserting God) or simply choose never to reach it at all? 

B. How does the following understanding of Christianity get a person off-track in the Christian life? How does 
the gospel critique this? 

“Your beliefs are yours alone and shaped by your experiences. It’s okay if they don’t exactly line 
up to the Bible because God loves you just like you are. Be kind to others and be good, and 
you’re going to be alright.” 

C. How does the following understanding of Christianity get a person off-track in the Christian life? How does 
the gospel critique this?

“Give your life to Christ, the earlier the better. Understand that there are a few things that are 
essential for a Christian to do to stay right with God. Also certain behaviors and practices are not 
acceptable for a Christian so avoid those. It’s best if you avoid the people who do them as well.”
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“...the way to avoid Jesus was to avoid sin.” Flannery O’Connor, Wise Blood
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D. Paul’s is unwilling to compromise the gospel. Add a little something to it and he says you are “deserting the 
one who called you” (v 6). If a person is deserting God, he or she is serving something/someone else. How do 
people’s actions reflect their theology?

E. Sometimes when we say “legalists and libertines” or we describe these two camps—the strict rule-
followers and the flagrant rule-breakers—we make the distinction so black and white that most people won’t 
see themselves in either one. But the truth is that we’re likely all veering in one direction or the other while 
trying to follow this path that is The Way of Christ (or even visiting one camp for one situation and the other 
for another situation). Which camp do you veer toward? How does this impact your involvement at Calvary? 
How does it affect your relationships?

PRAY & COMMIT Questions for your breakout prayer time and challenges for the rest of your week

A. Think about where you tend to get stuck. Is it in legalism? 
Is it in license/freedom? This week, rather than coming to 
some quick solution, This is what I need to do, take some 
time to pray. Ask the Lord to let the gospel critique you and 
your tendency to hover in that camp. What should “astonish” 
you about how you veer from the gospel?

B. Grace, which is central to the gospel, can be easy to take 
for granted after awhile. Why do you think that is? What in 
your own life makes it easy to take grace for granted? 

C. At Calvary, we’re fond of the saying, “When the gospel 
gets into you, it has to get out of you.” From a practical 
perspective, how does the gospel get into you on an ongoing 
basis? What can we do to ensure we experience it in fresh 
ways?

  

MORE  
Questions to challenge those interested

in the themes and theology found in Galatians

Paul received this “plumb line,” the gospel, 
as a specific revelation from God. This is 
different from general revelation, which is 
available to everyone. Examples of general 
revelation would be the power and beauty 
of nature and a person’s conscience (Rom. 
1:18). Why is general revelation not enough 
for people to be saved?

Read Romans 8:1. A Christian has passed 
through condemnation and still feels 
condemned (I know God forgives me, but 
I can’t forgive myself.) How has he/she 
tinkered with the gospel?


